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Clarification of Trading Alert List

Subject Clarification of Trading Alert List

Refers to the queries from The Stock Exchange of Thailand, regarding the substantial change in the price and volume
of the shares of the QUALITECH PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED (QLT) . To ensure a fair, orderly and transparent
market,The company would like to clarify that

1. Is there any development or material information that is still in process of consideration and may disclose to the
Stock Exchange of Thailand in the near future, for example, capital increase, joint venture, acquisition or disposition of
assets or significant dispute which may effect an unusual trading pattern.

No

2. Are you aware of any other possible explanation for the trading?

The Company know that The Directors who are major shareholders have sold the Company's shares, But there is no
progress of the buyer. Therefore, it is not yet known whether there will be a change in the structure of the board of
directors or the management structure, but we will follow closely and disclose information as soon as possible.

3. Any information that company would like to clarify

No

The company certifies that the information contained in this report is true and complete in all respects

Signature ___________________________
(Mr.Sannpat Rattakham)
Acting Managing Director

Authorized to sign on behalf of the company

This announcement was prepared and disseminated by listed company or issuer through the electronic system
which is provided for the purpose of dissemination of the information and related documents of listed company or issuer to
the Stock Exchange of Thailand only. The Stock Exchange of Thailand has no responsibility for the correctness and
completeness of any statements, figures, reports or opinions contained in this announcement, and has no liability for any
losses and damages in any cases. In case you have any inquiries or clarification regarding this announcement, please directly
contact listed company or issuer who made this announcement.


